Your Advanced Video Editor

Edit like a pro with the unlimited power, precision, and total creative control of Pinnacle Studio 24 Ultimate.
Why edit with Pinnacle Studio?

Advanced timeline editing with powerful tools
Edit across unlimited tracks with pro-caliber editing tools, including enhanced Video Masking, Color Grading, Motion Tracking, Screen Recording, and more.

Explore creative effects and Color Grading tools
Enhance your videos with hundreds of creative effects, Color Grading, and Color Correction tools that are sure to unlock your creative potential.

Keyframing controls for unparalleled precision
Advanced keyframing controls deliver the power to fine-tune every parameter of your clips, transitions, and effects.

Edit efficiently with a customizable workspace
Streamline your workflow with a flexible workspace, customizable shortcuts, and timeline efficiencies that can save you hours of editing.

Pro-caliber power that doesn’t break the bank
Dive into powerful tools you’d expect to only find in professional editing software, at a fraction of the price.
Is Pinnacle Studio right for you?

◆ Looking to expand your current editing toolkit to include more professional quality tools?

◆ Craving controls for frame-accurate customization of every detail of your next edit?

◆ Aspiring to achieve cinema-grade Color Grading transformations and special effects?

◆ Seeking a budget-friendly alternative to professional editing software?

Join the millions of users editing with Pinnacle Studio.

Features that empower you to create high-quality productions

Quickly trim, crop, rotate, split, and apply basic edits

Transform videos with Color Grading tools and effects

Achieve pro-quality special effects with Video Masking

Fade, mute, and balance audio for crisp, clear narration

Record your screen and webcam video simultaneously

Edit and transform 360 video footage creatively

Combine multiple angles with Split Screen video

Stabilize shaky footage from handheld or action cameras

Track motion and censor faces, license plates, and logos
Which version is right for you?

PINNACLE STUDIO
Explore Advanced Video Editing
- Editing across 6 tracks
- Color correction tools
- Multi-camera editing for 2 cameras
- 20+ MyDVD menu templates
- Keyframe controls

PINNACLE STUDIO ULTIMATE
Your Complete Advanced Video Editor
- Editing across unlimited tracks
- Advanced Color Grading
- Multi-camera editing for 6 cameras
- 100+ MyDVD menu templates
- Keyframe controls
- Motion Tracking with Mosaic Blur
- Audio Ducking
- Batch Processing
- Video Masking
- 4K Video Editing
- 360° Video Editing
- Seamless Transitions
- Alpha Channel Export

What’s Included?
- Advanced video editing software
- Screen recording and webcam video capture tools
- DVD menu creator with templates
- Hundreds of creative filters, effects, titles, transitions, and templates

Minimum System Requirements
Operating system: Windows 10
Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD A4 3.0 GHz or higher
RAM: 4 GB or higher
Graphics card: Minimum resolution 1024 x 768, minimum 256MB VGA VRAM
Hard drive space: 8 GB HDD space for full installation

Supported Program Languages
Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Polish, Russian, Spanish and Swedish.

Learning & Support Resources
- Find help quickly with searchable User Guide
- Access hundreds of written and video tutorials
- Connect with other users and ask questions on user forum

For more information visit pinnaclesys.com